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Question: Both the extraverted intuitive and Jakob Boehme seem to have
distinctly introverted sensation. Shouldn't the introverted intuitive have a
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more extraverted sensation?

Dr wtn Franz: Yes, but Boehme hadl My "horse man" (to describe him brief-

ly) realised inner depth and became silent through his experience; he hasn't
even told me much about

it

-

Type: Inferior Introverted Feeling.

he has only made allusions that something deep

on. Boehme, on the other hand, exteriorised his insight ,- constructed a system of outer reality, of God and of evil in the world. He made
a whole philosophy of it, but turned outwards, while personally he was very
introverted. He was a shy little shoemaker.
was going

Something else very interesting about Boehme is that as long as he was cru'
cified between his nagging wife, who said he had better make good shoes and
feed his six children, and speculating about a Godhead, he was very productive. But after his first book was published, a German Baron felt so sorry for
him, and felt so strongly that he was a great seer, that he took all his outer

troubles away by paying for his family's support. From then on Boehme's

writing gets full of resentment and repetitions. It sterilised his creativeness.
As you know, on his tomb is an image of the Godhead like this: ) ( . This is
really tragic, as it shows that he could not unite the light and the dark sides;
that remained an insoluble problem to him. In my experience. this is connected
with the very simple fact that he accepted money from this Baron, and by
that escaped the torture of his inferior function.
To be crucified between the superior and the inferior function is vitally
important. I can only warn you that if you ever feel like saving such artists
or prophets, for God's sake look at the case first very circumspectly and see
how much you can afford to help them. If you buy them off reality, then
they lose all sense of it. You have not helped them in the least. This type
will beg you to help them out of their trouble, on their knees they will beg
you to save them from the torture of outer reality with which they can't
cope. But if you "save" them, the creative core of their personality is destroyed. That does not mean that if they are starving you cannot give them
something to survive, or give them help from time to time when the situation is bad, but don't let them off the problem of reality because. strangely
enough, that sterilises the inner process as well. That happened to Boehme
and because of it he was not able to unite the opposites, not in his system
nor in his life. What Baron von Merz did was really to destroy him by unwise
charity.

,,1. The Extraverted Thinking

This type is to be found among organisers, people in high office and governnrcnt positions, in business, in law and among scientists. They can compile
rrseful encyclopedias. They dig up all the dust in old libraries and do away
wrth the inhibiting factors in science which are caused by'clumsiness or laz!
r rcss or a lack of clarity in language. The extraverted thinking type establishes
order by taking a definite stand and saying: "If we say so-and-so, we mean
so and-so." They put clarifying order into the outer situation. At a busirrcss meeting, such a man will say that one should get at the basic facts and
I lrcn see how to proceed. A lawyer who has to listen to all the chaotic reports

ol'contending parties is able, with his superior thinking function,to see which
;rrc the real conl'licts and which the pseudo-contentions, and then to arrange
rr solution satisfactory to all parties. The emphasis will always be upon the
ohject,not on the idea. Such a lawyer will not fight for the idea of democrircy or domestic peace; his whole mind will be absorbed with and swallowed
rrp by the outer objective situation. If one were to ask him about his subjectrve attitude or ideas on a certain subject, he would be at a loss, for he is not
t oncerned with that area of life and would be completely unconscious of any
pcrsonal motive. Generally, if you search for the unconscious motivations,
t hcy will consist in a childlike naive belief in peace, charity and justice. If
prcssed into saying what he understood by 'Justice," he would be quite bewiltlcred and probably throw you out of his office because he was "too busy."
l'tre subjective element remains in the background of his personality. The
premises of his high ideals remain within the realm of his inferior feeling function. He will have a mystical feeling attachment to his ideals, but one would
lrave to drive him into a corner to find out about them. Feeling attachments
Io oertain ideals or to people are present, but they never appear in daytime
:rctivities. Such a man might spend his whole life settling problems, re-organrsing firms, and stating things clearly; only at the end of his life would he
start to ask himself mournfully what he had really lived for. At such a morrrent he would fall into his inferior function.
I once talked to a man of this type who was terribly over-worked and

'fhe

ilt
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holiday. He gave me alot of good advice, saying 1 should go
on a holiday, and when I asked him why he didn't, he replied: " My God, tr
should be alone too much and get much too melancholyl" In solitude, such
a person will ask himself whether his work is really important. He will re-
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not. this excrts a certain impact gn other people. When
rlre lceling is in1-erior. it is even nrore hidden and rnore absolute. The lawyer

needed a long

vrrlrrahle and another

member how he had saved someone from being robbed and so on, but has
world? Such feelings would have come up in this gentleman, and he would have felt like falling into an abyss. He would have had
to recheck his whole evaluation of things. Naturally, therefore, he avoided

I tlcscribed had his idea ol'justice. and this would have very suggestive eff'ects
,rr other people: that is. his hidden 1'eeling fbr justice would unconsciously
rnlluence other people in the sanre direction without his ever noticing it. lt
rvoLrld really dictate not only his own tate but that olothers, though invisibly.
Ihe hidden. introverted feeling of the extraverted thinking type establishes
rtrong invisible loyalties. Such people are among the most laithtul olall
lricrrds, even though they nray only write at Christmas. They are absolutely
l:rrth1'ul in their t-eeling, but one has to move towards it to get to know of its

ple

('\ iStence.

he improved the

taking any holidays * until he fell and broke his hip and had to stay in bed
six months. That is how nature imposes the inferior function on such peo!

The extraverted thinking type has, as I said already, a kind of mystical
feeling attachment for ideals and often also for people. But this deep, strong,

warm feeling hardly ever comes out. I remember an extraverted thinking
type who, when he once came out with his feeling for his wife, really moved
me. But when I talked to his wife it was deplorable to see how little she
knew of it, because, as a mad extravert, he would spend the whole day in
his profession, milling around in life, and those deep feelings were never expressed. If his wife had been dying of consumption he would not have no-

ticed it until he was at the funeral. And she did not realise the depth of his
feeling for her and that, in a deep sense, he was loyal and faithful to her;
that was hidden and not expressed in his life. It remained introverted and
did not move towards the object. It took quite a few sessions to get a better
understanding in the marriage and to make the wife realise that her husband
really loved her. He was so terribly occupied with the outer world and his
feeling was so hidden and unexpressed in his life, that his wife did not realise
what a tremendous hidden role these feelings played within him.
Introverted feeling, even if it is the main function, is very difficult to
understand. A very good example of it is the Austrian poet, Rainer Maria
Rilke. He once wrote: " Ich liebe dich, was geht's dich an? " (" I love you,
but it's none of your business!") That is love for love's sake! Feeling is
very strong, but it does not flow towards the object. It is rather like being
in a state of love with oneself. Naturally, this kind of feeling is very much
mizunderstood, and such people are considered very cold. But they are not
at all; the feeling is all within them. On the other hand, they have a very
strong hidden influence on the surrounding society, for they have secret
ways of establishing values. For example, such a feeling type may never
express his feeling but simply behave as though he thought one thing was

Outwardly. the extraverted thinking type does not give the impression of
lraving strong f'eeling. ln a politician. the inferior feeling function might unt orrsciously manilest itself in a deep-rooted and steadfast loyalty to his country. But it might also induce him to drop an atonr bomb or commit some
rrllrer destructive act. Unconscious and undeveloped leeling is barbaric and
rrbsolute, and therefbre sometimes hidden destructive fanaticism suddenly
hrrrsts out of the extraverted thinking type. These people are incapable ol
sce ing that, from a f'eeling standard. other people might have another value.
lirr they do not question the inner values which they det'end. Where they
rlclinitely leel tlrat son)ething is right. thcy rrc incapable ot showing their
lceling standpoint. but they never doubt their own inner values.
These hidden introverted feelings of the extraverted thinking type are
sometimes very childish. After the death of such people, one sometimes finds
rrotebooks in which childish poems have been written to a far-away woman
whom thev never met in their lives, and in which a lot of sentimental, mysticll t'eeling is poured out. They often ask to have these poems destroyed after
tlcath. The feeling is hidden; it is. in a way, the most valuable possession
they have, but all the same it is sometimes strikingly inlhntile. Sometimes
the f-eeling remains entirely with the rnother and never comes out of the chrldlrood realm: one may then find touching documents about the attachment
to her.
Another way in which infantile feeling can manif-est itself in extraverted
thinking types is instanced in the case of Voltaire. the French philosopher.
lle, as you know, fought the Catholic Church with all his might. He was the
author ol the famous slogan: Et'rasc: I'itt.fanrc. He was an intellectual and a
typical representative of the age of enlightenment. On his deathbed, howcver, he got jittery, asked tor extreme unction and took it with a great up-
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welling of pious feeling. There he showed. at the end of his life, that he was
completely split: his ntind had lelt an original religious experience, but his
t'eeling had stayed there. When it came to death which one has to meet as
a whole person his feeling came up and overwhelmed him in a completely
undiff'erentiated way. All sudden conversions have this quality: they are
due to the sudden eruption of the inlenor functron.

B.

The Introverted Thinking

Type: htJbrior Extraverted Feeling.

The main activity of this type is not so much trying to establish order in
outer objects: it is more concerned with ideas. Someone who would say that
one should not start with facts. but first clarify one's ideas, would belong to
the introverted thinking type. His wish to bring order into life starts off with

the idea that if one is muddle-headed from the verv start, one will never get
anywhere. It is first necessary to know what ideas to follow and where they
corne from: one must clean up nruddle-headedness by digging into the background of one's thoughts. All philosophy is concerned with the logical pro-

of the human mind, with the building up of ideas. This is the realm
where introverted thinking is mostly at work. In science these are the people
cesses

who are perpetually trying to prevent their colleagues from getting lost in experiments and who, from time to time, try to get back to basic concepts and
ask what we are really doing mentally. ln physics, there is generally one professor for practical physics and another for theoretical physics: one lectures
on the Wilson Chamber and the building up ol experiments, the other on
mathematrcal principles and the theory of science. In all the various sciences
there are always those who try to clean out the basic theories of their scientific realm. The extraverted historian of art will try to find out about the
facts and try to prove, for instance, that a certain type ol Madonna was
painted earlier or later than another type. and he will try to connect that
with the history and background of the artist. The introvert might ask what
riglit one had to judge a work ol art? He would say that lirst we should understand what we mean by art, otherwise we shall get into a muddle. The
introverted thinking type always goes back to the subjective idea. namely to
what the subject is doing in the whole matter.
The t-eeling of the introverted thinking type is extraverted. He has the same
kind of strong, loyal and warm f'eeling described as typical for the extrave rted thinking type. but with the difference that the feeling of the introverted thinking type flows towards definite objects. While the extraverted thinking type deeply loves his wife but says with Rilke: "l love you. but it is none
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of your business," the feeling of the introverted thinking type is tied to external objects. He would therefore say, in the Rilke style: "I love you, and it
will be your business; I'll make it your business!" Otherwise, the introverted
thinking type's feeling has very much the same characteristics as the inferior
feeling of the extraverted thinking type - very black and white judgments,
either Yes or No, love or hate. His feeling can be very easily poisoned by
other people and by the collective atmosphere. The inferior feeling of both
types is sticky, and the extraverted thinking type has that kind of invisible
faithfulness which can last endlessly. The same is true for the extraverted
feeling of the introverted thinking type, except that it will not be invisible.
lf you evaluate it positively, it will be faithful; but in a negative evaluation,
it is sticky. It resembles the glue-like flow of feeling in an epileptoid person;
it has that kind of sticky, dog-like attachment which, especially to the beloved, is not always amusing. You could compare the inferior feeling of an
introverted thinking type to the flow of hot lava from a volcano - it only
moves about five meters an hour, but it devastates everything in its way.
But it also has all the advantages of a primitive function, for it is tremendously genuine and warm. When an introverted thinking type loves, there
is no calculation in it. It will be totally for the sake of the other, but it will
be primitive. The inferior feeling of this type is about as if a lioness would
like to play with a baby. It has no other intention than to play, but it rubs
itself, purring, against his leg, or eats him up, or gives him a great blow so
that he falls over, and then it licks his face. But there is no calculation in it;

just an expression of feeling, just as a dog wags his tail! What touches
people in the feeling of domestic animals is just this lack of calculation.
In both thinking types inferior feeling is without calculation, whereas

it

is

people who have differentiated feeling are,'in a hidden way, calculating.
They always put a little bit of ego into it. I once met the boss of a typist
and wondered how she stood such a horror for a single day! But she was a
f'eeling type. She only smiled and said that he was her boss so she made the
best of it; by looking at him closely, she could find that he had this and that
positive quality. One could say that to see good possibilities and recognize
them is admirable, but on the other hand there is a little calculation in it: she
wanted to keep her place with her boss, so she made that positive feeling

effort. That would

never happen to the inferior feeling of a thinking type!

I could never have stood

it

-

I would rather not eat. Such is the great dif-

ference between inferior and differentiated feeling. The feeling type had

found a few positive qualities in that horrible man and put up with him. She

F{
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rlrtl rrol rlcrry all thc negative things I saw in him, but she said he never worked
ovcrtirne, and he gave merit to those who worked for him. She discovered a
lew positive tactors in him and stayed there.
ln Psychoktgicol Types, Jung explains some of the misunderstandings between the types. If I had said that this office girl was calculating and acting

out of opportunism, it would have been absolutely wrong; that was only

a

background motive in her case. Such a judgment would be the negative prG
jection of the opposite type. It is not that she is just an opportunist, or is

acting in a calculating way in having such positive feelings; she has differentiated feeling. She therefore never has strong feeling reactionsl she knows
that where there is value there is always something negative. Nothing is quite
black or absolutely white, but everyrhing is grayish in reality. She has that
kind of a philosophical attitude. I saw the calculation and opportunism because the introverted thinking type generally sees the negative side and will
say that the feeling type always knows on which side his bread is buttered.
On the other hand, one can say that inferior feeling has the advantage that
there is really no calculation in it. The ego has nothing to do with it. But
naturally this can creat unadapted situations. Think, for instance, of "The
Blue Angel," where a professor falls for a valnp in a cabaret and faithfully
and loyally gets ruined by her. That would be the tragedy of the inferior
feeling function. One could honor him for his faithfulness. but one could
just as well say that he was a fool and that his inferior feeling had very bad
taste. The inferior feeling of a thinking type shows either very good or very
bad taste. A thinking type can sometimes choose very valuable people for
his friends, or he can pick absolutely the wrong ones; the inferior function
has both aspests. and it rarely fits into conventional patterns.

C.

The Extraverted Feeling

Type: Inferior Intoverted Thinking.

The extraverted feeling type is characterized by the fact that his main adaptation is carried by an adequate evaluation of outer objects and an appropriate

relation to them. This type will therefore make friends very easily, will have
very few illusions about people, but will be capable of evaluating their positive and negative sides appropriately. These are well adjusted, very reasonable
people who roll along amiably through society, can get what they want quite
easily, and can somehow arrange it that everybody is willing to give them what
they want. They lubricate their surroundings so marvellously that life goes
along very easily. You find them frequently among women, and they gener-
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very happy family lrfe with a lot of friends Only if they are in
\()n)e way neurotically dissociated do they become a bit theatrical and a little
rrrcchanical and calculating. If one goes to a luncheon party with an extra"what a
ve rtcd t'eeling type, she (or he) is capable olsaying little things like:

,rll1,

5rr.

a

day it is today, I am so glad to see you again. I haven't seen you tor a
I()ng rime!" And they really rnean itl With that the car is lubricated. and the
kind of atmosllurry goesl one feels happy and warmed up. They spread a
" we appreciate each other. so we
Plrcre of acceptance. and it is agreeable:
make those in their surroundThey
together."
good
day
rrre going to have a
swim along happily and
they
rrrgs leel wonderful. and in the midst of that
create a pleasant social atmosphere. Only if they overdo it. or if their extravcrted leeling is already worn out and they therelbre should start to think.
rrrce

tlo you notice that this becontes a bit of a habit. that it becomes a phrase
which they say mechanically. For instance. I once noticed an extraverted
l'eeling type. on a dreadful day when there was a horrible fog outside. saying
.,
rilechanically: lsn't it a wonderful dayl" I thought: " oh dear. your main

tirnction is rattlingl"
Because people of the extraverted feeling type have such a tremendous
capacity for objectively leeling the other person's situation. they are usually
the ones who most genuinely sacrifice themselves for others. If one is alone
at home with the flu. it iscertainly an extraverted feeling type whowill turn
up first and ask who is doing the shopping and how he can help' Other
types are not so quick and practical about feeling their wa! into a situation.
To the others. even though their affection might run as deeply. it would not
occur that they could do this or that to help, either because they are intro'
verts or because another function is dominant in their system. So you find
the extraverted feeling type always jumping into the breach. for wherever
something does not function properly he realises it at once. He sees the impor'
tance or the value of what should be done, and he just does it. Naturally. this
can lead to resistance against the outer situation.
In general. this type has very good taste in the choice ol partners and
lriends. but he is a little conventional about it. He wouldn't risk choosing
Someone too much out of the orrJinary; he wants to remain in a socially ac'
ceptable framework. The extraverted feeling type dislikes thinking, because
that is his inlerior function, and what he dislikes most of all is introverted
thinking -- thinking about philosophical principles or abstractions or basic
questions of life. Such deeper questions are carefully avoided. and there is

the reaction that thinking about such problems is melancholy. The unfor'
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tunate thing is that he does think of such rhings, but is nor aware of it, and
because his thinking is ncglectcd.

it tends to become negative and coarse. lt
consists of coarse. prinritive thinking judgpnerrls. without the slightesl diff-eLentiation and very often with a negative tinge. lhave also seen irr the c.xtraverted t'eeling type very negative thoughts about the neighborirrg people.
very critical, I would say over-crirical thinking judgnrents. u,hich he never
allows really to come out. Jung says that the extraverted feeling type carl
sonretimes be the coldest person on earth. lt nray happen that if you gel
lured into this well-lubricated car of his extraverted feeling and leel. "we
like each other and get along well together." that suddenly one day he will
say something to you which will feel like gering snracked on the head wirh
a block of icel One cannot guess what cynical negative thougilrts he ntiglrt
have. He is not aware of thenr. but they pop out wlten he begins tt'r have the
'flu,' or when he is rushed - in such moments when the interior tunctiotr
wells up and the control of the superior tunction t'ails.

An extraverted feeling type once dreamt that she should establish a bird
observation station. She saw in the dream a ceulent building. a tower built
high up in the air, and on the top was a kind of laboratory where one observed birds. We have such a l'ogelDcobqshlltn*tttation (Bird, Observatoly)
at Sempach where rings are put on birds to know how long they live and
where they go, and so on: she was to do that. So we thought she shorrld
try to be aware of autonomous thoughts which would, as it were. alig;ht on
her head and go again. That is how thoughts operate in a t'eeling type: he
has bird-thoughts alighting on his head and tlying otT again. Before he can
say, " What am I thinking? " the thought is gone again. This woman agreed,
and I asked her how it could be done technically. She said she w,ould take
a little notebook and a pencil and carry them around with her, and wlren she
had a sudden thought she would just jot it down. We would see afterwards
how they were connected. Next time she brought one piece of paper, and
on it was: "lf my son-in-law died, my daughter would come back home."
She got such a shock from that thought that she never put a ring on a second
birdl That one bird was quite enough for a long timel She then confessed
something even more interesting: she said that in a way she knew she sometimes had such thoughts but always figured that if she didn't write them
down they would not be effective: but ilshe did, they would act like black
magic and affect her surroundings. So, she avoided looking at them. Now
that is exactly wrong. It is just the other way round: if the feeling type is
aware of his negative thoughts, they don't act like black magic, they are de-
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potentiated of any destructive effect. It isjust when they are left alone anrl
lly around his head without being caught that they actually have a desrrucI ivc influence on his surroundings. If one analyses an extraverted
feeling
lype and is somewhat sensitive to the atmosphere, one very often gets a bit
lrozen orcooled down in spite of his amiability. one can sense these negativc
lh.ughts swarming around in his head. Such thoughts hit one in a disagreenhle way. one sometimes sees a kind of a cold flash in the eyes and knows
llut there is a very negative thought about, but the next minute it is gone.
ll gives one the creeps. Such thoughts are generally based on a very cynical
orrllook on life: the dark side of life which is illness and death and other such
lhings. A kind of second philosophy ol-life, cvnical and negetivistic, creeps
unrund in the background. In the extraverted feeling type, these thoughts
rurc introverted, and therelbre they are verv often turned against the subject
Irinrself. At bottom he allows himself to think that he is a nobody, that his
llle is worthless, and that everybody else might develop and get on the path
ol'individuation, but he is hopeless. These thoughts dwell in the back of his
tttirrd and from time to time, when he is depressed or not well off, or espellully when he introverts, that is when he is alone lor half a minute, this negaI lvc th ing whispers at the back of his head: " you are nothing, everything
nh.ut you is wrong." These thoughts are coarse and primitive and very unrlll'lerentiated; they are generalised judgments and are like a cold draught
which blows through the room and makes you shiver. The effect is that
llte extraverted feeling type naturally hates to be alone when such negative
lltorrg.hts could come up, so as soon as he has realised one or two of them
Itr tluickly switches on the radio or rushes out to meet other people. He
nrver has time to think! But he carefully arranges his life in that way.
ll'this woman who had the one little thought t("My only daughter woulcl
t'trttre hack home/")had dug deeper, she would have had to say to herself:
" O.K., let's face that thoughtl What am I after? If I have such a thought

wltul is the premise, and what is the conclusion to be drawn? " She could
lltcrr have developed the thought: the premise is something like a devouring
rtollrcr's attitude, and the conclusion is that she wants the son-in-law retn.vctl. Why'? For what purpose? She could, for example, have said:

" Assr,ning that my daughter does come home, what then? '. And then she
wnttlrl have seen how unpleasant it would actually be to have a sour old maid
nl u rlrrughter at home. In continuing the thought, she would have probably
rltolperl irrto a deeper layer and said: " And what then'l lf my children have
ttow lel't horne, what is the real purpose of my life? " She would have had
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to philosophize about the future purpose of her life: "Has life still a meaning
once one has brought up the children and started them into life? And, if so,
what is it? What is the rneaning of life altogether? " She would have been

tlrc int'erior thinking of the t-eeling type is represented by Wagner. the pupil'
like servant whoiust repeats the banal phrases he has picked up in books. A
larnous example oi the inferior thinking of an extraverted feeling type is
(ioethe's Cont,ersations with Eckermann. lt is an arnazing collection of plalrtudes. There you see the Wagner side of Goethe very visibly exposed to
the world. He has also published a collection of maxims which you might
n)eet on the back leal ol every calendarl They are very true, you can rarely
object to them in any way. but they are so banal that any sheep could have

confronted with the deep, but generally human, philosophicai questions which
she had never faced beforel and that would have brought her into deep water.
She naturally could not have solved the problem, but she might have had a
dream to help the whole process along. with her inferior thinking function
she would have started on a quest for the meaning of life. Because she was
an extraverted feeling type, the quest would have been a completely introverted, inner thing, like developing an introverted philosophical view of iife.
That would have needed being alone, being aione a long time in her room and
slowly getting aware of the dark underground of her thoughts.
The easy escape, which I have seen in several cases ofextraverted feeling
types, is that they get out of the ditficulty by simply selling their souls to
some already established system. One case, I remember, got converted to
Catholicism and simply took over scholastic philosophy; from then on she
quoted only scholastic authors. That was, in a way, taking up the thinking
function, but taking it up in an already established form. The same thing can
be done with Jungian psychology: it will become a matter of simply repeating
the concepts by heart in a mechanical way, but never working out one's own
standpoint. It is a kind of pupil-like, uncreative attitude which just takes over
the entrre system unchecked and never asks: ',What do.I think about it?
me? Does it coincide with the facts I have checked?
If such people then meet others who themselves know how to think, they
get fanatical because they feel helpless. They fight for the system they have
Does this really convince
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chosen with a certain apostle-like fanaticism because they feel uncertain about
the basis of the thinking system: how the system developed, its basic concepts,

etc. They are uncertain about it and have the feeling that it could be thrown
over by a good thinker, so they adopt an aggressive attitude.
Another danger is that if an extraverted feeling type once starts to think

it. Either he cannot cut off his relationstrips
sufficiently to be alone and think, or, if he succeeds which is already great
progress - in cutting off these outer ties, he gets terribly caught by them and
loses sight of life. He disappears into books, or into a library, where he gets
covered with dust and is no longer able to switch to any otler activity. He
gets swallowed by his task. Both developments are very well represented in
coethe's Faust where, first, there is the scientist absolutely cut off from life
he gets completely caught up rn

in the dusty study, and then, when Faust frees himself and goes out into life,
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thought of them. That is Wagner at work in the great poet.

l).

"

The Introvertetl I'eeling

Type: InJerior Extraverte(l

Thinking.

'Ihe introverted leeling type also has the characteristic that he adapts to
lile mainty by t'eeting, but in an introverted way. This type is very difficult
to un<lerstand. Jung says in Psychttktgic'al Tltpes that the saying. " still wa'
ters run deep." applies to this type. They have a highly differentiated scale
of'values. but they do not express them outwardly: they are aflected by
them within. One often finds the introverted feeling type in the background
where important and valuable events are taking place, as if their introverted
l'eclinghad told thenr, " that is the real thing." With a kind olsilent loyalty.
and without any explanation, they turn up in places where important and
valuable inner facts. archetypal constellations, are to be found. They also
generally exert a positive secret influence on their surroundings by setting
standards. The others observe them. and though they say nothing' for they
are too intoverted to express themselves much, they set certain standards.

lntroverted leeling types, for instance, very often form the ethical backbone
ol a group: without irritating the others by preaching moral or ethical precepts. they themselves have such correct standards of ethical values that they
secretly emanate a positive influence on those around them. One has to behave correctly because they have the right kind of value standard, which always suggestively forces one to be decent il they are present. Their differenriated introverted feeling sees what is inwardly the really important factor.

extraverted. In striking contrast to their si'
lent and inconspicuous outer appearance. persons of the introverted feeling
type are generally interested in an immense number of outer facts. In their
conscious personality they do not move about muchl they tend to sit in
their badger's hole. Ilut their extraverted thinking roams about in an extraordinary range of outer facts. Il they want to use their extraverted thinking

Ihe thinking of this type
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in a creative way. they have the usual extravert's difliculty ot'being overwhelmed by too nruch nraterial. too many relerences and too nrany thcts.
so their inf'erior extraverted thinking sonretinres just gets lost in a lnorass
of details through which they can no Ionger find their way. The inl'erioriry

of their extraverted thinking very often expresses itself in a certain nronomania: they have actually only one or two thoughts with which they race
through a tremendous amount of nraterial. Jung always characterized the
Freudian system as a typical example of extraverted thinking.
Jung never said anything about Freud's type as a human being, he only
pointed out in his books that Freud's syston represents extraverted thinking. What I add now is my own personal conviction. nantely. that Freud
hinrself was an introverted leeling type. and therefore his writings bear the
characteristics of his inf'erior extraverted thinking. In all his works the basic
ideas are few; with thenr he has raced through an enorrnous amount of
material: and the whole systenr is conrpletely orientated towards the outer
object. lf one reads biographical notes about Freud, one sees that as a person
he had a most dilferentiated way ol treating other people. He was an excel-

lent analvst. He had also a kind of hidden "gentlentanliness" wlrich had a
positive influence upon his patients and upon his surroundings. One nrust
really in his case make a distinction between his theory and his personality
as a human being. I think. from what one hears about him, that he belonged
to the introverted feeling type. The advantage of inf'erior extraverted thinking
is what I just now characterized negatively as "racing a t'ew ideas through a
tremendous amount of ntaterial." (Freud hirnself conrplained that his dreant
interpretations felt awfully monotonous - the sarne interpretation of every
dream was boring even to him.) If this tendency is nol overdone, and if the
introverted feeling type is aware olthe danger of his inf'erior function and
keeps a check on it, it has the great advantage of being sinrple. clear and inlelligible. But this is not enough. and the introverted t'eeling type is obliged to
drill a bit deeper and try to specify and differentiate his extraverled rhinking.
Otherwise he will fall into the trap of intellectual monontania. Therefbre. he
has to specify his thinking: that is, he should make the hypothesis that each
fact he quotes in proof of his ideas illustrates thenr in a slightly dift-erent way.
and with this point in view, his ideas should be relormulated each rinre. ln
that way he maintains the living process of contact between thought and f'acr,
instead of simply imposing his thought upon facts. Inferior extraverted thinking has just the same negative tendencies of becoming tyrannical. stiff and
unyielding, and in that way not quite adapted to its objecr. that all orher inl'el
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von Franz

rior functions have.

(A period of questions and answers follows.)
Question: Are the types

-

the attitudinal and function types

-

equally dis-

tributed? Are there as many extraverts as introverts?
I)r. von Franz;

We don't know

for the whole of mankind: we

have no studies

of Chinese villages and such places. In general, we often speak of dift'erent
rrations as types; we say, for example, that the Swiss are, on the whole. introvcrted sensation types. This would imply that in certain Sroups one type
sometimes prevails. Although there are many Swiss who are another type,
there is a statistically dominant prevalence of the introverted sensation type.
You can observe it, for instance. in the high standard in Swiss crafts: the
watch-making industry neecls an introverted attitude with differentiated sensation to operate correctly. So in the different countries and nations you
could say that one type is dominant and creates a prevalent attitude in groups.
llut when you sum it all up whether there are as many of each type - I do
not

know. lt would need investigation.

Question: Some of us are very much interested in trying to study experimen'
tally the problem of whether or not the hypothesis concerning tlte four hrnctions is tenable. We have a hypothesis by which. theoretically, we should he
tble to do this and to see whether or not people can be categorized into these
tbur different pigeon holes. so to speak. In America there have been many
attempts to find out whether people can be thought of as extraverts and introverts, and to the best of my knowledge there has never been any support
litr the idea, because most people are somewhere in between. What is your
l'celing about atternpts at working on tl.ris hypotl-resis experinrentally?
Dr. von Fronz: I think you are absolutely right to go ahead with your experiment. Nobody tries simply to assert that this theory of types is truel we
should have to test many millions of people statistically -- something which
Iras not been done. As you can see from my explanations. however. the diagnosis of type is very difficult. for people are often in stages where they are
sure they are of a certain type, but you need the whole case history to know
whether it is only a momentary stage of that person. For example, someone
says that he is an extravert. but that means nothing: you have carefully to
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take the whole biography of that person to make a relatively safe diagnosis.
Up till now we have had no absolutely safe, scientific foundation for our
theory and we do not pretend to have.
My attitude towards this is that the idea of the four functions is an archetypal model for looking at things, and that it has the advantage and disadvantage - of all scientific models. Professor Pauli, the physicist, once said
something which seems to me to be very convincing, namely that no new
theory, or no new fruitful invention in the field of science, has ever been put
forth without the working of an archetypal idea. For instance, the ideas of
three-dimensional or four-dimensional space are based on an archetypal
representation which has always worked, to a certain degree, in a very productive way and has helped to explain a lot of phenomena. But then comes
what Pauli calls the self-limitation of a theory, namely that if one overexpands the idea onto phenomena where it does not work, that same fruitful
idea becomes an inhibition for further scientific progress. The idea of threedimensional space, for example, is still completely valid for ordinary mechanics and every carpenter and mason uses it when he makes a drawing or a plan,
but if you try to over-expand it into micro-physics you go off the rails. so it
can be said that it was an archetypal idea which originated, as can be clearly
proved, in the scientific mind of westerners through the dogma of the Trinity.
Kepler, when he made his planetary models, said that space has three dimensions because of the Trinity! or, take Descartes' idea of causality
- saying
that it was based on the fact that God never has whims but always proceeds
in a logical manner and therefore everything must be causally connected!
All basic ideas, even of natural science, are archetypal models, but they
work if one does not over-expand them. They work in a fruitful way if
one does not force into them facts which do not fit. So I think the
theory of the four functions has a kind of practical value, but it is not a
dogma. Jung, in his books, very clearly puts it forward in this way, as a
heuristical standpoint
- a hypothesis by which you can find out things. we
know now that in all scientific investigations we cannot do more than put
forward thinking models, make models and see how far the facts fit, and if
the facts do not coincide we have to correct the model. Sometimes we need
not revise the whole thinking model; we simply say that it only applies in
a certain area, and that as soon as one switches over to another area of facts,
it becomes a distortion. I personally am convinced that we have not yet
exhausted the fruitfulness of the model, but that does not mean that there
are no facts which do not fit into it and might force us to revise it.
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Ouestirsn: Does an introverted feeling type experience intoverted thinking.
or is it always extraverted int'erior thinking'l

ll you are an introverted f'eeling type. you cart also think introvertedly. You can naturally have all the lunctions all ways. but it won't
he such a great problern. and there will not be much intensity oltit-e in it.
.lung has said that the hardest thing to understand is not your opprtsite lype
il'you have introverted f'ecling it rs very difficult to understand an extravertcd thinking type - but it iseven worse to understand the satne functional
type with the other attitudel It would be most difficult tor an introverted
lceling tl pc to understand an extraverted teeling type. There one leels that
orre does not know how the wheels go round in that person's head. one cannot
It'el one's way into it. Such people rernain to a great extent a puzzle and are
l)r. votr b'ranz:

very difficult to understalld spontaneously. Here the theory of types is trenrendously irnportant practically, for it is the only thing which can prevent
one from conrpletely mrsunderstanding certain people. It gives a clue to the
rrrrderstanding of a person whose spontarreous reactions are a complete puzzle.
whonr you would, ilyou reacted spontaneously. misunderstand conrpletely.

Questiott: What
li'cling'l

is the

difference between inlerior illtuition and inf erior

l)r. von Franz: lntuition

irrational function which grasps facts, future
possibilities and possibilities of evolution, but it is not a function of judgment
lnl'erior intuition might have presentiments about a war, or illnesses of other
pcoprle, or of archetypal changes in the collective unconscious. Introverted
intlrition has suciden hunchcs about the slow transformation of the collective
trrrconscious in the flow of time. Intuition presents facts with no valuation.
l;trcling is quite different. In Jungian terms, it is a rational function - rotio:
ordcr, calculation, reason - a function which establishes order and which
is an

lrrtlges, saying this is good and this bad, this agreeable and this disagreeable
Io rne. The inferior feeling of a thinking t5,pe would judge values and not

rcl)resent facts. For exarnple, an extraverted sensation type who neglected
lris intuition to a great extent had a recurring dream of poor people and
Iuhourers of a disagreeable type who broke into his house at night. He was
terril'icd by this ever-recurring dream and began to go around in his circle of
Irrcnds and at dinner parties saying there was absolutely nothing that could
hc done, he knew the Communists would win out. As he was a very able
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politician, this had a bad effect. This was a wrong kind ol intuition, based
on personal projection. That is an instance of inferior intuition. Someone
with inferior feeling might suddenly start a lawsuit, convinced that he was
fighting for the right and the good, but if someone else could shoot this conviction down, he would throw the whole thing over. including the lawsuit
which he had himself begun.
The sudden change in his judgment would indicate the inferior feeling.
People are very easily influenced when it is a question of their inferior func'
tion. Since it is in the unconscious, they can easily be made uncertain of
their position, whereas in the realm of their superior function they generally
know how to act when attacked; they have all their weapons ready and are
broad-minded and flexible and feel strong. As soon as you leel strong you
are quite willing to discuss things or to change your attitude. but where you

i

'fhe exfeel inferior you get fanatical and touchy and are easily influenced.
pression on a tiiend's face can affect the feeling ol'a thinking type because
his feeling is in the unconscit.lus and therefore open to influence. Theretore,
as I mentioned before, the extraverted thinking type can make very loyal
friends, but can also suddenly turn against them. He may drop yott one
day like a hot potato, and you don't know what happenedl Somehow, something poisonous got into his systern, someonc said something, or even just
made a face when your name was mentioned! The feeling is unconscious.
Such effects can only be cured when they are taken up consciously. If you
objected, in thinking terms, about his policy in having the lawsuit, the extraverted thinking type would be willing to discuss it and to ask your reasons.
He would be approachable and not influenced in a wrong way, while in the
realm of leeling he would break off suddenly and without reason and without
himself quite knowing why.

i
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CHAPTER IV
THE ROLE OF THE INFERIOR FUNCTION
IN

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT

The in1-erior function is the door through which all the figures of the unconscious come into consciousness. Our conscious realm is like a room with four
doors, and it is the fourth door by which the Shadow. the Animus or the
Anima and the pcrsonification of the Self come in. They do not enter as often
througl'r the other doors, which is in a wav self-evident: the inferior function
is so close to the unconscious and remains so barbaric and inferior and undeveloped that it is naturally the weak spot in consciousness through which the
ligures of the unconscious can break in. ln consciousness it is experienced as

t

weak spot. as that disagreeable thing which will never leave one in peace and
ulways causes trouble. Every time one feels he has acquired a certain inner

halance, a firm standpoint, something happens from within or without to
throw it over again. This force always comes through the fourth door, which
cannot be shut. The other three doors of the inner room can be closed. But
on the fourth door the lock does not work, and there, when one is least prepared for it. the unexpected will come in again. Thank God. one might add,
lirr otherwise the whole lile process would petrify and stagnate in a wrong

kind of consciousness. The inferior function is the ever-bleeding wound of
tlrc conscious personality, but through it the unconscious can always come
in and so enlarge consciousness and bring forth a new attitude.
As long as one has not developed the other functions. the two auxiliary
lirnctions. they too will be open doors. ln a person who has only developed
one superior function, the two auxiliary functions will operate in the same
wny as the inf'erior lunction and will appear in personifications of the shadow,
lhr'animus and the anima. When one has succeeded in developing three
lirrrctions. in locking three of the inner doors, the problem of the fourth door
still remains, for that is the one that is apparently meant not to be locked.
l'here one has to succumb. one has to suffer defeat in order to develop further.
ln dreams. the inferior function relates to the shadow. the animus oranima,
nrrtl the self, and it gives them a certain characteristic quality. For instance,
lhe shrdow in an intuitive type will often be personified by a sensation type.
l'lre int'erior function is contaminated by the shadow in each type: in a thinkurg type it will appear as a relatively inferior or primitive feeling person, and

